
Show rules

 All horses must have negative coggins within the past 12 months.
 Offensive or foul language will not be tolerated.
 All dogs must be on a leash at all times with the exception of dogs entered in a trail

class. Yes, your dog is allowed to join you in the trail classes.
 Horses and/or riders in the novice division cannot enter any advanced class and vice

versa, with the exception of games.
 Less than 60 day horses and drivers can enter either the novice division or advanced

division, but still cannot cross over into both. They may choose either the novice or
advanced pattern as well.

 Stallions will be allowed as long as they are well behaved.
 Any horse that is aggressive or acting in a dangerous manner that may put you, other

horses or people at risk will be excused from the arena.
 Do not enter Liberty if your horse is not easy to catch.
 Tails must be marked at all times, inside or outside the arena, showing or not, if

applicable. Red-kicker, yellow-stallion, green-young/green (all <60 day horses),
white-for sale and you would like others to know.

 Rider numbers must be pinned on the saddle pad so the judge may find your
number quickly and can focus on you and your horse.

 This is a fun show and casual riding attire is allowed but please use your best
judgment when choosing clothing, no shorts or bikinis. Boots or sneakers are
required, with the exception of the Heritage class, where you may choose or not
choose shoes that best compliment your outfit.

 Helmets are not required but highly recommended.
 Training equipment is not allowed in any class. This includes but is not limited to

crops/whips, martingales, draw reins, tie-downs, etc. There are two exceptions to this
rule, drivers and young riders who need a little extra help cuing their horse.

 Trail and games are “tack as you wish”, but use your best judgment when choosing
or not choosing tack.

 Ride-A-Buck is bareback, a loose saddle blanket will be allowed, no bareback pads.
 Games will be walk, trot, and attempt to lope.
 Abuse to any animals on the grounds will not be tolerated. Anyone who is harming

their animal or others will be excused, whether inside or outside the arena, here to
show or not.

 Any class with only one entry will be canceled.
 Ribbons will be awarded to 1st through 4th place except games, plus, a prize will be

awarded to 1st at least. (if enough people enter, there will be a prize for 2nd as well)
 There will be one high point award given to horse/rider combination with most

overall points.


